
Safety Margins ( 5.1.11) Link to 5.2.7 

Marlborough District Council (Brin Williman). This document  is an edited extract of a 
broader memo.  
 
 Safety margin 

Structural engineering building codes require a guarantee of achieving a specified standard (or 
service).  Furthermore the codes often specify the factor of safety is required to guarantee that this 
standard is achieved because there can never be perfect knowledge as to the strength of materials 
and design calculations.  The structure can often achieve a much greater standard than its stated 
design. 

River flood engineering has no codes defining factors of safety. This main parameter used to 
provide a factor of safety for river engineering is freeboard. Errors or uncertainties in flood 
hydrology, hydraulic calculations, riverbed aggradation, channel blocking and other factors leading 
to higher flood levels and stopbank overtopping can all be countered by the provision of freeboard. 
See separate item 5.2.7. 

Margins of safety for (stop) bank erosion will not be catered for by provision of freeboard.  The 
degree of bank erosion occurring can vary enormously in lateral, longitudinal and vertical extent 
depending on the angle of attack of the river flow. See separate discussion on freeboard. 

The provision of this buffer of trees and /or quick flood damage repair is in essence the margin of 
safety to ensure the adequate performance of the deliberately under design initial erosion protection 
works. 

Over time a typical New Zealand braided river can attack and erode the full length of both its 
banks. It is impossibly expensive to initially construct bank edge strengthening to guarantee that 
some erosion damage will not occur. It is feasible and acceptable to upgrade erosion protection 
works as and when erosion occurs. 

Fortunately the typical pattern of bank erosion is for the extent of bank erosion to be relatively 
limited during a single flood event.  Failure of the stopbank will not occur if it is set back far 
enough from the riverbank edge and a buffer of trees is established between the stopbank and the 
bank edge. 

It is a second or third flood event working on the new raw bank edge that is likely to lead to 
extensive bank erosion and stopbank erosion failure. 

Urgent repair work of the erosion bay following the first flood is required and usually to a higher 
standard than previously. 

Specific provision for margins of safety with regard to potential stopbank structural failure is less 
clear. Failure of a stopbanking through slumping is related to the type of material used for stopbank 
construction, its compaction and the amount of time that the stopbank is saturated.  The potential 
for stopbank foundation failure through piping is even harder to investigate and guard against with 
surety over the extensive length of a stopbank system.    
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